Baker's aide dies of pancreatic cancer
Howard West served Cal Poly for 35 years under 2 Presidents

By Heather Clark  SBSW

Howard West, executive assistant to President Warren Baker, died at his home June 29 from pancreatic cancer. He was 69.

Born September 16, 1924, in Merced, Calif., West graduated in 1956 from Pepperdine University with a Bachelor of Arts in English emphasizing journalism and a minor in speech.

He came to Cal Poly in 1961 as coordinator of public relations. He went on to receive his Master's in education from Cal Poly in 1971.

In addition to Baker, West also served as President Robert E. Kennedy's executive assistant. Although diagnosed with cancer early last year, West continued to work with Baker until January.

Of his colleague, Baker said, “Howard West worked effective-ly, mostly behind the scenes, for Cal Poly for 33 years.”

“He was a wealth of information on the history of Cal Poly and its policies and practices,” Koob said. “He will be greatly missed, both as an employee and as a friend.”

In his earlier years at Cal Poly, West served as the director of international education and later became associate executive vice president.

West was also a member of the Cal Poly Foundation’s Board of Directors since 1979, serving as secretary/treasurer and chair.

In 1983, President Ronald Reagan appointed West to serve on the International Private Enterprise task force, the only member from an educational institution.

The search for West’s replacement as executive assistant to the president began this week.

West is survived by his wife, Carol, and four children.

Olympic Coach Bela Karolyi signs autographs for girls at the USA Gymnastics Training Center / Photo by Hans Hess

Gymnastics flip over acclaimed Olympic coach

By Matt Gawson  SBSW

Bela Karolyi walked into the Lighthouse dining area, and young gymnasts here for the USA Gymnastics Training Center who dream of becoming the next Mary Lou Retton took notice.

They stopped their conversations, their games and their meals, and watched intently as Karolyi limped to the salad bar and then across the room looking for an unoccupied table.

He found one, but it took only seconds for every open chair within 20 feet to be snatched up by the starstruck young girls.

Karolyi cannot go anywhere without being noticed by somebody, and he cannot go anywhere in the gymnastics community without being noticed by everybody.

“It is nice to see where U.S. gymnastics is at today,” Karolyi said. “We are the most competitive nation in the world. We have an opportunity to build on something.”

If the U.S. has the most competitive women gymnasts in the world, it is due in large part to Bela Karolyi.

The native-born Romanian

Karolyi is the author of “The Misadventures of the Misadventures of a World Class Gymnast,” which is currently in manuscript.

State budget poses another fee hike

By Steve Chesterman  SBSW

The state budget, passed by the Senate July 4, has California State University students facing another increase in fees this fall.

The increase, which was approved on a vote of 27 to 11, will have university students paying an extra 10 percent in tuition for the upcoming school year.

Cal Poly officials had predicted that 10 percent increase when the student senate and quarter fees at $747 for full-time students. Students taking six or fewer units will pay $497.

According to Cal Poly’s Student Accounts Office, either credits or bills will be issued to students if the estimate proves to be inaccurate.

With the 10 percent increase, the typical CSU student fees will rise about $146, which means that undergraduate fees will average $1,584 for a full year.

Vice President for Academic Affairs Robert Koob said the new measure should not affect the Cal Poly’s budget.

“Ploy’s budget will look almost exactly the same as last year,” he said.

Koob also said there are no intentions by the university to cut course offerings in the fall.

Cal Poly College of Engineering Dean Peter Lee is uncertain what the cuts will mean to the students and other colleges on campus.

“We don’t know anything right now,” he said. “We don’t expect to know for at least three weeks.”

County sets schedule for Unocal oil cleanup

By Steve Chesterman  SBSW

During a public forum held last week, county officials offered a detailed plan aimed at cleaning up the Unocal oil spill at Guadalupe Beach.

Nearly 60 people attended the June 28 forum in Grover Beach, which addressed the level of diluent — a crude oil thinner — being released into the ocean, and gave ground water supply.

Approximately 8.5 million gallons of diluent has contaminated a 55-acre area along the beach and in the dunes near the mouth of the Santa Maria River.

Cleanup of the spill is slated to begin after August 1.

The first reported incident of discovered toxic materials occurred in January 1988 when odors and oils were detected at the beach.

When oil again appeared in February 1990, Unocal imposed an extra 10 percent of the cost of diluent and began a beach cleanup.

Alcohol legacy prevalent in campus housing

By Brooks Richardson  SBSW

On a typical Friday evening in the residence halls, students are walking up to their rooms, their backpacks heavy.

But these backpacks are not stuffed with books from English 114 and professional education.

They’re full of alcohol.

Drinking is considered a college “rite of passage” by some.

And that passage is in full swing at Cal Poly, even — or especially — in the residence halls, where most residents are under 21 years of age.

Jenni Nisperos, a 21-year-old business student, lived in the residence halls during fall and winter quarters of this school year.

“All the ‘under-agers’ stayed in their dorm rooms and drank while all the (students over 21) went out to the bars,” she said. “When you’re in college, especially when you’re in the dorms, drinking is the thing to do.”

A survey released in December 1993 said 78 percent of Cal Poly students drink, and 43 percent of the students drink — drunk five or more drinks in a single sitting — in the past two weeks.

See ALCOHOL, page 7
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Arafat, Rabin share peace prize, confer over details of autonomy

PARISS (AP) — PLO leader Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin exchanged handshakes and shared a peace prize Wednesday amid tough negotia­
tions on disputes still clouding Palestinian autonomy.

Arafat, on his first diplomatic foray since his
homecoming to the West Bank and Gaza, demanded
release of more Palestinian prisoners, urged that
Jerusalem be recognized as an open city and pledged to
hold legislative elections as soon as possible.

He asked wealthy nations to “assume their moral,
political and material responsibilities” with swifter finan­
cial aid. Without this, he said, “the peace process,
however noble and important it may be, will be liable to
collapse.”

Between negotiating sessions, Arafat, Rabin and Is­
raeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres shared the podium
at UNESCO headquarters to jointly receive the Felix
Houphouet-Boigny Peace Prize. Named for the late presi­
dent of Ivory Coast, the prize was awarded for the three
men’s work on the 1993 peace agreement which gave Palestinians limited autonomy in the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank town of Jericho.

Bosnian Serbs criticize proposed
map despite lack of ally’s support

GENEVA (AP) — Setting the scene for rejection of another peace plan for Bosnia, the leader of Bosnian Serbs asserted Wednesday that it was dictated by
Washington with no input from Russian or European
leaders.

In an interview with the Bosnian Serb news agency
SRNA, Radovan Karadzic criticized Russia for not
defending its traditional Serb allies and shrugged off
threats of renewed arms sales to the Muslim-led govern­
ment.

Russia’s foreign minister stood behind the plan, telling
the Serbs they had “no alternative” but to accept it.

The territorial proposals were presented to the war­
ravaged country Wednesday by envoys from the United
States, Russia, Britain, France and Germany.

The proposal envisages giving 51 percent of Bosnia to
the Serbs they had “no alternative” but to accept it.

Simpson defense, LAPD detective
clash over search without warrant

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A dab of blood so small that a
detective needed a flashlight and reading glasses to see it
in the early morning darkness was enough to justify
O.J. Simpson’s feece and searching his mansion
without a warrant, the officer testified Wednesday.

The testimony came at a hearing to determine whether a judge should throw out evidence taken from
Simpson’s home on the grounds that the search was il­
legal.

In cross-examination marked by numerous objections
from the prosecution, Robert Shapiro, Simpson’s attor­
ey, second-guessed virtually every move of Detective
Philip Vannatter.

Shapiro questioned Vannatter about the discovery of
the speck of blood, measuring between one-eighth and
one-quarter of an inch, on Simpson’s Ford Bronco, which
was parked on the street.

Vannatter said, “The fact that I had left a very brutal
murder scene that’s very close to this location, the fact
that one of the victims has a connection to Mr. Simpson
... I think seeing the blood was the trigger that caused
me to make a decision to go over the fence,” the 26-year
veteran of the force said.

Federal Reserve committee disbands
with no posted change in interest rates

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Reserve policy­makers concluded Wednesday a two-day meeting without
announcing any change in short-term interest rates.

There had been widespread speculation about a rate rise because of current worries over the declining value of
the U.S. dollar.

But many analysts said in advance of the meeting of the
Federal Reserve Board that central bank would act now, preferring instead to wait for
favorable developments in the domestic economy.

The dollar has dropped to record lows against the
Japanese yen and new lows for the year against the Ger­
man mark.

The Fed has increased short-term rates four times this
year — from 3 percent to 4.25 percent — in moves aimed
at preventing inflation and checking excessive economic
growth.

Davey pleads innocent in Klaza case, lawyer set to challenge death penalty

BANTA ROSA, Calif. (AP) — The man accused of kid­
napping and murdering Pelly Klaza last year pleaded in­
nocent Wednesday, and plans to challenge the special cir­
cumstances that could lead to the death penalty.

A lawyer for Richard Allen Davis, 50, also said he is
conducting a survey he expects will lead to a motion to
move the trial out of Sonoma County, where the 12-year­
old victim lived.

Davis entered innocent pleas to 11 charges ranging from murder and sexual assault to stalking a night­
glider. Superior Court Judge Arnold Rosenfield set Davis’ trial
for February 14, 1995, and a hearing on pending motions for Sept. 1.

Public Defender Barry Collins said he plans to chal­
lenge for lack of evidence at least three of the charges
that would create special circumstances necessary to sen­
tence Allen to death under California law.

Those include “lying in wait,” sexual battery, and the
nightglider robbery. Prosecutors said the garment found
on Pelly Klaza’s body was taken from one of the other girls
attending her slumber party.

Suit filed over contaminated fuel
from Northern California airfields

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — More small planes may be
ordered grounded and inspected because of fuel con­
tamination at Chevron’s Richmond refinery in May, an
attorney said Wednesday.

The Federal Aviation Administration has already or­
dered 380 planes that refueled at two San Francisco air­
ports to have their engines torn down and repaired be­
cause of potential damage.

Now, Oakland FAA staff suggest the same step be
taken on planes that refueled at four more airports.

The FAA’s small plane office in Boston will make the
final determination, he said.

Blakely, who is also a pilot, filed a class action suit
Tuesday against Chevron.

The FAA’s San Francisco office in Boston will make the
final determination, he said.

No crashes or injuries have been traced to the con­
tamination.
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Hidden surveillance camera catches snack machine bandits redhanded

By Junious Burrago

Armed with video cameras and silent alarms, Cal Poly police recently discovered the value of high-priced technology.

Using a hidden camera for the first time, Public Safety officials recorded 16 students stealing snacks from a vending machine during spring quarter finals.

A silent alarm alerted the station in late June when two people allegedly took money from campus vending machines.

Officer Ray Barrett expressed enthusiasm about the hidden camera's role.

"Isn't technology great?" Barrett asked. "With this one camera, we were so darned successful in identifying several different problems."

According to Cal Poly police, all of the students were from the College of Business and enrolled in the same class.

Apparently, the machine was left slightly ajar while being stocked.

"They were on their way to take the final exam when one student discovered an open vending machine," Barrett said. "From there on, students just helped themselves."

According to Barrett, one student who was interrogated said he knew something was wrong when he walked into class and almost everyone had a soda on his or her desk.

"It's not like big brother is watching, because we're only after the criminals," Ray Barrett, Public Safety Officer.

Although the students probably will not be criminally prosecuted, Barrett said something through judicial affairs would likely be more appropriate.

But two men arrested for allegedly stealing money from vending machines in Dexter Hall will not escape prosecution.

On June 25, Public Safety Officer Richard Lara responding to a silent alarm and along with San Luis Obispo Police Officer Steven Morales, detained James Olive, 36, of Norwalk and Vonda Kenmore, 27, of Anaheim.

Cal Poly Police Chief L. Thomas Mitchell said further investigation linked Olive as a suspect to a similar crime at Cal State Fullerton and possibly UC Santa Barbara and Cal State Northridge as well.

Olive and Kenmore each posted $5,000 bail and are scheduled to be arraigned early this month.

Barrett said technology played a big role in potentially solving both crimes.

"We're going to try to put cameras everywhere," he said. "Especially where backpacks and bicycles are frequently stolen."

Barrett said some of the cameras will have telephoto lenses, motion-sensitive detectors, light-sensitive lenses and recording timers. All pictures of suspects will be computer generated.

"It's not like big brother is watching, because we're only after the criminals," Barrett said.

Mitchell appointed campus chief after lengthy search

Plans pro-active campaign, student officers

By Junious Burrago

After two years of searching, Cal Poly recently hired L. Thomas Mitchell as the new chief of university police.

Mitchell was appointed by Vice President for Administration and Finance Frank Lebows, who directed the hiring process.

"Tom's experience in developing and implementing innovative methods of community policing will be an asset to the campus," Lebows said.

Mitchell, a former administrative sergeant with more than 21 years of law enforcement experience, has numerous plans for Public Safety Services and the role at the university.

"I want this department to be pro-active rather than reactive," he said.

Mitchell said computerizing the dispatch and management system is one of his priorities.

See MITCHELL, page 7
We all see them in different ways—treating them differently. Fame. Anonymity. Everybody is “famous” sometime in their life, maybe 15 minutes like Andy Warhol said, maybe for a day or two—overnight.

But most folks live out their daily lives more or less unnoticed, except to those close to them. Privacy and obscurity have their own special rewards. And then there is secrecy, hiding, and privacy and obscurity have their own special status. From the point of view of distanced and voyeurism, of life as a spectator sport, the proximity to reporting the event(s), also offered a run-through of footage made it to the front page of the Telegram-Ton. So much of what goes on in an academic environment, an environment dedicated to discovering “truth,” is traditionally, ironically cloistered and “confidential.” There is monitoring and observation of those inside the experience. Professors and students have individual bases. And truth? A police way to get at the truth (or some such noble goal). There is no direct role for the students, said Kool on Friday. “But their opinion is very important. Student concerns are given more weight here than at research universities.”

“Student acceptance is expressed through peer acceptance. The professors are their peer interact with students for years before a decision on tenure is made. There is plenty of time to form an opinion, and it’s hard not to know.”

Kool’s opinion heartfelt, and is perhaps filled with good intentions. He is saying professors act as agents for the students, and their acceptance or rejection of a fellow professor is what matters. But it doesn’t work that way, and Fetzer’s case is a perfect example. Students want to know about something, get the man to demonstrate on his behalf, but somehow his application for tenure has been firmly rejected. Perhaps he failed to schmooze with the students he can teach in the classroom, and this is a man who deserves to be weeded into the society of tenured professors with open arms.

Vice President for Academic Affairs Robert Koolb’s opinion plays a great role in decisions regarding tenure. It’s officially President Baker’s decision, but as Koolb said, “President Baker attach a great deal of weight to my recommendations.”

According to Koolb, the most important “defining” characteristic in deciding approval for tenure is acceptance by one’s fellow professors. “What do the students’ acceptance? Where does this fit into the decision? According to Koolb, student opinions hold some weight in the decision, but not as much as acceptance by the professors. Acceptance is secondary at best.

“There is no direct role for the students,” Koolb said on Friday. “But their opinion is very important. Student concerns are given more weight here than at research universities.”

“Student acceptance is expressed through peer acceptance. The professors are their peer interact with students for years before a decision on tenure is made. There is plenty of time to form an opinion, and it’s hard not to know.”

Koolb’s opinion heartfelt, and is perhaps filled with good intentions. He is saying professors act as agents for the students, and their acceptance or rejection of a fellow professor is what matters. But it doesn’t work that way, and Fetzer’s case is a perfect example. Students want to know about something, get the man to demonstrate on his behalf, but somehow his application for tenure has been firmly rejected. Perhaps he failed to schmooze with the right people. Or it’s possible he has a strong personality and that ruined his colleagues’ opinion of him.

We don’t know the reasons, and I’m not pretending I do, but it clearly was not because of how he interacted with the students, and it doesn’t seem to have a thing to do with his teaching ability.

True, but to clarify his assessment, he should be human judgments about human behavior in the classroom, and this is a man who deserves to be weeded into the society of tenured professors with open arms.

Vice President for Academic Affairs Robert Koolb, so any student will tell you, there are some who are obviously going through the motions, wanting their own and the students’ time, as well as the students’ money.

When a professor comes along that generates as much enthusiasm and support in the students as Fetzer has, the school can not afford to lose him. And when the students care about strongly held opinions concerning a professor enough to demonstrate on his behalf, their voices must be heard.

But it doesn’t work that way, and Fetzer’s case is a perfect example. Students want to know about something, get the man to demonstrate on his behalf, but somehow his application for tenure has been firmly rejected. Perhaps he failed to schmooze with the right people. Or it’s possible he has a strong personality and that ruined his colleagues’ opinion of him.

We don’t know the reasons, and I’m not pretending I do, but it clearly was not because of how he interacted with the students, and it doesn’t seem to have a thing to do with his teaching ability.

True, but to clarify his assessment, he should be human judgments about human behavior in the classroom, and this is a man who deserves to be weeded into the society of tenured professors with open arms.

Vice President for Academic Affairs Robert Koolb, so any student will tell you, there are some who are obviously going through the motions, wanting their own and the students’ time, as well as the students’ money.

When a professor comes along that generates as much enthusiasm and support in the students as Fetzer has, the school can not afford to lose him. And when the students care about strongly held opinions concerning a professor enough to demonstrate on his behalf, their voices must be heard.

Matt Clawson is a business senior. This is his first quarter reporting for Summer Mustang.
Renaissance festival time warps SLO

By Brooke Richardson

Queen Elizabeth's visit to grace noble and peasant guests alike

By Brook Richardson

Time travel is possible. Maybe not to the future, but definitely to the past — the year 1570 to be exact.

The 10th Annual Central Coast Renaissance Festival comes to El Chorro Regional Park for two weekends of Shakespearean fun July 16-17 and 23-24. El Chorro Regional Park is located across from Cuesta College, along Highway 1. It's gets you to another place and time, namely the mythical Elizabethan England village of Donbyrnk-upon-the-Thames.

"If you go in the gate and stay a while you can pretend that you're in a different time," said Rick Smith, a spokesperson for the 1994 festival commemorative poster and Rick Smith's wife, Esther Smith, designer of the 1994 commemorative poster and Rick Smith's wife, also said guests feel like they've been thrown in a time warp when they attend the festival.

"It's like drawing in, he said. "When the Queen's procession winds its way through the town, you believe it's true. Here comes the Queen, I better get out of the way."*

The festival is designed to have just that effect — to draw visitors in so deeply that they stay involved in the fair start to build the mile-long Elizabethan village Friday and will take a week to complete the project.

When the village is complete, the town will feature over 130 booths and stages — and no plastic tarps or other modern conveniences at all. Everything will be built with wood, cloth and rope.

"Everything has to conform to the time period," Rick Smith said.

This conforming goes beyond the booths that house the festival and go all the way to the people in it. Over 500 entertainer and 400 booth attendants from all over California and even out of state will become the villagers of Donbyrnk-upon-the-Thames for the two weekends. They will all dress in period costumes, speak Elizabethan and make it real, said Rick Smith.

"You'll be walking down the street and they'll be talking about they cows or their aunt with small pox," he said. "They create an illusion of this being real.

Esther Smith added that entertainers are schooled in Elizabethan language adding to the perception of reality.

Visitors are encouraged to dress period as well, although it is not necessary.

"People get kind of crazy," said Rick Smith. "We see visitors in Star Trek costumes. You learn a lot about costumes though after four years."*

Crafts sold at the festival are also representative of the time period and everything is handmade — from the types of goods available. Jewelry, pottery, and leather and wooden goods — including swords and shields for the children — will be sold.

The food will also be authentic for the most part. There will be no burgers, hot dogs or chips — but there will be sodas to go along with the old-fashioned ale, beer and fine wines.

According to Rick Smith, the fair and its inhabitants are accurately enough for the festival, but shows will also take place on three stages throughout the village. Plays, live music, dancing, magic, juggling and much more will be on hand to keep visitors entertained, he said. There will also be games for children.

"There's something for everybody," said Rick Smith. "You really can't get much more for your money.

Ticket prices for the festival are $7 for adults and $5 for seniors and children ages six to 12, with those under six admitted free. A four-day pass can be purchased for $20. Free parking is located at Cuesta College, where a bus will shuttle visitors to the festival for free.

By Ayli Hanbros

Summer Half Mile

An art exhibit entitled "The Spiritual and the Absurd" featuring the works of two recent Cal Poly graduates opened June 30 in the U.U. Art Galerie.

Black and white as well as toned photographs by Paul Asper and Todd Gates will be on display until Aug. 7.

An artists' reception is scheduled in the Galerie July 9 from 6 to 7 p.m.

According to a Cal Poly press release, the exhibition document an exploration of the problems related to the modern industrial world. The images simultaneously, search for and reveal the presence of a spiritually antagonistic world.

"Gates said their photographs are not necessarily used to send messages, but do serve a pure, real, said Rick Smith. "They kind of express an idea or feeling or a story," he said. "They create an illusion of this being real."

"We just kind of feel that the modern world is an antagonist world and not comfortable to live in," he said. "We're using photography to deal with the problem."

In a recent university-wide exhibit, Asper and Gates received Gold Medal Artist Awards in the black and white color categories. Galerie Director Jeanne LaBarbera, who is helping the artists coordinate the exhibit, said "We are extremely proud of the work of these two talented young photographers, she said, in predicting bright futures for both of them.

Asper and Gates both graduated in June with art and design degrees and photography concentrations. Although Gates said he is uncertain about his future, he hopes to continue to display his work in exhibits and remain involved with photography.

Asper plans to attend graduate school to obtain a master's degree in fine arts and eventually involve himself in teaching.

Gates' interest in photography began by taking random pictures with his mom's camera. He only began to take photography seriously while taking a class at a junior college in Yuba City.

Gates said he was inspired to pursue photography when he arrived at Cal Poly, after feeling alienated from his surroundings and using photography to deal with those feelings.

Asper, whose interest in photography began at Santa Rosa Junior College, said taking pictures helped him deal with his own feelings.

Both artists said they hope people who view their work will be able to take something away from it.

"They should just see the beauty of it and feel some emotion from it," Asper said.

Gates said the Galerie will be open on Tuesday and Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday 2 to 6 p.m.
Star guitarist plays to sellout crowd on campus

By Cordelia Radiley

It was a sellout evening at the Chumash Auditorium by 7:15 p.m. Friday, when fans lined up from the auditorium entrance down to the bus stop. It was the first time the renowned guitarist Ottmar Liebert was scheduled to perform in South Luis Obispo.

Although an early sellout of tickets was encouraging to sponsors, the maximum capacity seating arrangements provided less than pleasing results for some listeners.

"I think the way this hall was laid out, all of the audience was alienated and we could feel it," said Luna Negra percussionist Mark Clark.

But fans were there to hear Liebert. Whether they could see him or not, they could certainly feel his music.

A shorn Liebert, sans the chizzled looks on the latest album cover, spoke not a word when he first appeared from a shadowed stage corner. Smells of sandalwood incense cut through shadowed lighting and stage smoke, adding to the mood.

"Ottmar like the dimmed atmosphere," said Lighting Director Christopher Graton. "The set is psychedelic this year. Last year, it was pop. It's a different set."

Joined subsequently by his band, Luna Negra, Liebert took center stage and, quietly but deliberately, engaged his audience in the passion and enchantment of his music they came for.

His latest music from "The Hours Between Night and Day" album employs a much more aggressive world fusion with the inclusion of heavy synthesizer sounds and string Indian-in-Indian raga. It was colorfully performed by two Spanish guitarists, keyboards, an electric bass and percussion. Favorized classics were also performed from his debut album entitled "Bouveau Flamenco" to include "Barcelona Nights."

The audience was not disappointed with his performance.

"No matter where we've gone, the response has been really consistent," said pianist Domeno Camandella. "The people are aware of the music, from college-aged to retired people. It's great."

"When we first got to Chumash we were worried...when you see stone," he said, referring to the sound quality in Chumash. But the sound rang true to Liebert style, from the vibrant to delicate strokes of his guitar.

"He was so into his own atmosphere," said Graton, "he hardly heard it when his string broke" during an encore performance.

According to a press release, Liebert said he was not the success he is today until his had exhausted his efforts in trying to "make it big" and was discovered by an artist who asked him to compose some new music for a compact disc. Shortly after the compact disc was released, his music was being played by Coast radio stations and the rest is history.

"We knew it would sell well," said Mike Wasserman, Associated Students, Inc. concert chair.

"I thought this was a huge success for the students," said Bruce Howard, president of KOTR radio, one of the show's sponsors. "It was the first time in two years that Chumash held a sell-out show. Yes, there were some problems with the compact disc, but the alternative would have been to pay $40 and drive to Ventura."

"If it hadn't been for Chumash, Ottmar wouldn't have performed in this area," he said.

Music festival at Pozo Saloon

By Steve Gunther

For the second consecutive year, the California Summer Music Festival will be held outdoors at the Pozo Saloon in Paso Robles.

Sponsored in part by KOTR radio station, this year's July festival will bust three bands.

Appearing will be the New Riders of the Purple Sage, Big Brother & the Holding Company and the Jerry Miller Band.

According to Bruce Howard, president of KOTR, the New Riders' "country rock" sound stems from their close association with the Grateful Dead.

"Their music has a country-fun, Dead kind of feeling to it," he said. "The New Riders were specifically requested by the fans at last year's festival to play again this year."

Big Brother & the Holding Company are best known for once being Janis Joplin's band. Based out of San Francisco, the Holding Company will feature Michael Bastian at vocals.

They are a really raw, rocked psychedelic blues band," said Howard.

The Jerry Miller Band, also out of the Bay Area, features what the S.F. Chronicle calls "one of America's best guitarists," Jerry Miller.
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down cleanup program the following month, according to a Unocal press release.

County Planner James Caruso said the cleaned-up site will be used for agriculture, parks, and other land uses.

"It will be a giant excavation," he said. "We will be removing about 360,000 cubic yards of soil." Unocal spokesman Terry Covington said the land will be kept "free of toxic substances."

Covington said Unocal is anxious to begin the cleanup project before the high tides return this winter and more dirt will enter the ocean. "We are working to fix the problem, we are to some degree, at nature's mercy," Covington said.

Charles Tenbarg, county environment aide, said Unocal has produced some of the oil that has already pumped out of the beach. "We owe it to the students to get it cleaned up," he said.

Tenbarg has participated in studies which checked random samples of cattle and fish and determined that few ingestion of dillards. So far, the studies indicate traces of the poisonous substances.

Studies have also examined possible air pollution caused by the leak. "The students study the leak has not caused unacceptable levels of air pollution," said Air Pollution Control District Director Bob Carr.

"We hope to have it reviewed by next week," said Carr.

During the forum, individuals passed out a 10-point plan detailing "positive actions" to address the Unocal contamination.

Three students have been ads a created by a group of business leaders, government officials, and Unocal employees and government recreation enthusiasts," called a for a survey of all Unocal operations in San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara counties, and an ordinance for the forth coming government agencies from pur

I wanted an in-house atmosphere."

L. Thomas Mitchell
Chief, Public Safety Services

"I want an in-house atmosphere," he said. "The students will receive college credit, a good learning experience and we really care."

Mitchell said although crime at Cal Poly is relatively low compared to other California State Universities, he also wants to conduct proper personal safety awareness programs. He said he wants to offer the latest in community college crime prevention speech at W.O.W. and provide More training programs and more efficient escort services.

Mitchell said a recent study showed that about 70% of rape, escort pickups and drop-offs last year involved students at these locations.

"We'll schedule more routes around those areas," he said. Mitchell, who also served as chief of police at El Camino College, a valley police department in Saratoga, earned a bachelor's degree in criminal justice admically from the West Valley Police Department in Saratoga, earned a bachelor's degree in criminal justice adm. At San Jose State University. He also taught criminal justice at the community college level for 16 years.
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reporting system will remedy some of the problems prior Cal Poly police had with the station. "We have compiled all the dispatched data and stored it into specific categories, giving the user a comprehensive evaluation of crime trends on campus," he said.

Mitchell said ARMS can predict when the busy days of the year will be and where the most crime activity will occur. "It (ARMS) allows officers to be out there at the problem areas before they occur, instead of being in the office," he said.

Mitchell also said he wants to provide a community service program this fall involving students in the program.

"I want an in-house atmosphere."

L. Thomas Mitchell
Chief, Public Safety Services
Yanks arrive on world soccer scene

By Amy Blochnow
Summer Staff Writer

Although the United States soccer team lost to the powerful Brazilian 1-0 Monday, the team proved American soccer has arrived on the international scene.

Cal Poly men's soccer Coach Wolfgang Gartner said the American performance is a good foundation which to build upon in future World Cups.

"Overall, this was a real positive sign," Gartner said. "It shows that there are young Americans who can play."

"It was exciting," he said. "Obviously, the Americans were outmatched. I think it was respect that they were able to hang through the first half."

According to Gartner, the U.S. team's strategy against Brazil was to hold them scoreless before time ran out on them and their 1994 World Cup bid.

This year's showing was a vast improvement from the team's 1990 appearance. The American squad reached its potential on the field.

"We went as far as we realistically thought we could go," Wegerle said. "We thought we could get to the second round, and anything after that would have been bonus."

"Using ozone not only eliminates those costs, it is also much safer since we no longer use chemicals," said Gartner.

"The payback — considering reduced chemical usage, lower insurance costs and no storage equipment — makes the system extremely cost effective," Rich said.

"The best pool for its users," he said. "I've never seen a pH around one."

"I didn't like the approach," he said. "The Americans should have played more daring and with more athleticism."

The U.S. held Brazil, Newsweek's 3-1 favorite to win the tournament, scoreless until the seventy-third minute of the game. It was the longest Brazil had gone without a goal in the tournament.

The goal scored by Brazilian forward Bebeto proved to be the game winner as the U.S. was unable to mount any kind of attack before time ran out on them and their 1994 World Cup bid.

"If we improve half as much in these next four years as we did in the last four years, then we're going to have a good chance for anyone in France," Tony Meola said on CNN.

"The thirty-third minute of the tournament, scoreless until the seventy-third minute of the game. It was the longest Brazil had gone without a goal in the tournament.

Meet Summer Whitei
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